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AbstractAbstract

In order to In order to solvesolve the the system performance bottlenecksystem performance bottleneck of a of a 
3D graphics acceleration3D graphics acceleration SoC, we exploit SoC, we exploit design space design space 
explorationexploration on performance evaluation and benchmark on performance evaluation and benchmark 
characteristics characteristics using SystemCusing SystemC. We find out the bottleneck . We find out the bottleneck 
according to the simulation results of according to the simulation results of 9 hardware/software 9 hardware/software 
configurationsconfigurations and find out the tradeoffs between different and find out the tradeoffs between different 
configurations. The performance issues of SoC have been configurations. The performance issues of SoC have been 
explored under the lowexplored under the low--cost constraints, such as cost constraints, such as cache size cache size 
effect, hardware accelerations and memory trafficeffect, hardware accelerations and memory traffic. In . In 
conclusions, we provide the conclusions, we provide the performance/cost tradeoffsperformance/cost tradeoffs
and and 3D graphics benchmark features3D graphics benchmark features for designing a 3D for designing a 3D 
graphics SoCgraphics SoC
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MotivationMotivation

WhatWhat’’s the problem?s the problem?
Consumer electronics are costConsumer electronics are cost--sensitive, and sensitive, and 
customers demand higher performance with customers demand higher performance with lower lower 
priceprice. A developer needs the product to meet the . A developer needs the product to meet the 
performanceperformance under the cost constraintunder the cost constraint

Higher performance Higher performance 
Lower priceLower price

Proposed approachProposed approach
Design space exploration using SystemC evaluates Design space exploration using SystemC evaluates 
the system performancethe system performance
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CoWareCoWareTMTM Platform ArchitectPlatform Architect

Provides the hardware/software integration and Provides the hardware/software integration and 
simulation platform using simulation platform using systemcsystemc
Software written by C/C++ can be translated Software written by C/C++ can be translated 
effortlessly into effortlessly into systemcsystemc hardware model hardware model 
because because systemcsystemc is a C++ class libraryis a C++ class library
Provides IP libraryProvides IP library
CycleCycle--accurate transactional bus simulator (TBS)accurate transactional bus simulator (TBS)
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A tileA tile--based 3D graphics pipeline based 3D graphics pipeline 
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System functional block of 3D System functional block of 3D 
graphics acceleration SoC graphics acceleration SoC 
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System Configurations System Configurations 

Total Total 9 hardware/software configurations9 hardware/software configurations will will 
be introduced for our design space exploration be introduced for our design space exploration 
FourFour of these configurations are used to evaluate of these configurations are used to evaluate 
software accelerationsoftware acceleration, and , and the othersthe others are used to are used to 
explore different explore different hardware solutionshardware solutions
Three benchmarks for 3D graphics Three benchmarks for 3D graphics 

TeapotTeapot---- more more rasterraster processing processing 
HelicopterHelicopter----more more geometricgeometric computations computations 
Elephant Elephant ---- the most the most complexitycomplexity
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Features of three 3D graphics Features of three 3D graphics 
benchmarks benchmarks 

14164135Processed tiles
87,84015,41412,288Total vertices number

ElephantHelicopterTeapot
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Hardware/software configurations Hardware/software configurations 
for design space exploration for design space exploration 
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Cache Size Optimization without Cache Size Optimization without 
Hardware Acceleration Hardware Acceleration 
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Cache size optimization on software execution Cache size optimization on software execution 

42.3%499,559,943865,260,55336.7%260,850,843412,376,118Total
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Efficiency of Bus Transfer Mode Efficiency of Bus Transfer Mode 

54.7%47.4%33.1%Raster Speedup

49.7%52%36%Geometry Speedup

ElephantHelicopterTeapotBurst transfer

Single transfer (GED_s) vs. Burst transfer (GED_b) 
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Performance Bottleneck on Clear Buffer Performance Bottleneck on Clear Buffer 
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Performance improvement on Clear Buffer Performance improvement on Clear Buffer 
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Performance/cost tradeoffs Performance/cost tradeoffs 
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Characteristics of 3D Graphics Benchmarks Characteristics of 3D Graphics Benchmarks 
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Conclusion(1)Conclusion(1)

In this paper, we use the In this paper, we use the design space explorationdesign space exploration
for for performance evaluation and the performance/cost performance evaluation and the performance/cost 
tradeoffstradeoffs by exploiting 9 hardware/software by exploiting 9 hardware/software 
configurations. And we also configurations. And we also characterizecharacterize the the 
benchmark features for advanced survey on 3D benchmark features for advanced survey on 3D 
graphics processing. graphics processing. The performance evaluation and The performance evaluation and 
benchmark characteristicsbenchmark characteristics can give many benefits and can give many benefits and 
references for system designers to determine their references for system designers to determine their 
system architecture and hardware/software system architecture and hardware/software 
configurationsconfigurations..
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Conclusion(2)Conclusion(2)

Notice that Notice that memory trafficmemory traffic is still the is still the 
performance bottleneck of a lowperformance bottleneck of a low--cost SoC cost SoC 
which applied on 3D graphics rendering. And which applied on 3D graphics rendering. And 
texture mappingtexture mapping, , memory allocationmemory allocation, , 
comparisons of alternative architecture modelingcomparisons of alternative architecture modeling, , 
power/performance analysispower/performance analysis, and , and multimulti--layer bus layer bus 
architecturearchitecture for 3D graphics acceleration SoC for 3D graphics acceleration SoC 
will become open issues in our future works.will become open issues in our future works.


